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Workflow is the glue that binds information worker processes, users, and artifacts. Without workflow, information workers are just islands of data and potential. Workflow in the 2007 Microsoft Office System details how to implement workflow in SharePoint 2007 and the rest of the 2007 Office System to help information workers share data, enforce processes and business rules, and work more efficiently together or solo.
This book covers anything you're likely going to need to know -- from what workflow is all about, to creating new Activities; from InfoPath forms to ASP.Net forms; from the Rules Engine to the object model.  There's even a section on integrating Office 2003 clients with SharePoint 2007 workflows.  You'll come away from reading this book with solid knowledge of how to implement workflow in the new world of Office and SharePoint.

About the Author

David Mann is the principal architect for portal and collaborative solutions at Anexinet, a Microsoft Gold-Certified partner headquartered in Philadelphia. Anexinet provides solutions for customers spanning the entire Microsoft stack. Dave has been working with portal, information worker, and content management technologies for just shy of 300 years (OK, really for 12 years). He has designed and delivered solutions for Fortune 500, international conglomerates, small family-run businesses, and everything in between--always with a focus on end users and making their lives easier.
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Pro MySQL (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005

	Data, in all varieties, continues to be the cornerstone from which modern organizations

	and businesses derive their information capital. Whether putting items in an online shopping

	cart for checkout or tracking terabytes of purchase history to find shopping trends, having a

	database to store and retrieve data has...
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Elasticsearch: A Complete GuidePackt Publishing, 2017

	End-to-end Search and Analytics


	About This Book

	
		Solve your data analytics problems with the Elastic Stack
	
		Improve your user search experience with Elasticsearch and develop your own Elasticsearch plugins
	
		Design your index, configure it, and distribute it â€• you'll...
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Python DescriptorsApress, 2016

	
		This short book on Python descriptors is a collection of knowledge and ideas from many sources on dealing with and creating descriptors. And, after going through the things all descriptors have in common, the author explores ideas that have multiple ways of being implemented as well as completely new ideas never seen elsewhere before....
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Smart Grids and Their Communication Systems (Energy Systems in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		The book presents a broad overview of emerging smart grid technologies and communication systems, offering a helpful guide for future research in the field of electrical engineering and communication engineering. It explores recent advances in several computing technologies and their performance evaluation, and addresses a wide range...
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Hacker's Challenge : Test Your Incident Response Skills Using 20 ScenariosMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"A solve-it-yourself mystery that will draw you in with entertaining, yet realistic scenarios that both challenge and inform you." --Tim Newsham, security research scientist, @stake, Inc.

Malicious hackers are everywhere these days, so how do you keep them out of your networks? This unique volume challenges your forensics and...
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Neuropathology ReviewHumana Press, 2008

	The scope of neuropathology continues to expand, as

	evidenced by increasing numbers of multivolume and

	specialty texts, which have been published in recent years.

	For those in the neuroscience disciplines, the ever increasing

	amount of information one needs to assimilate and master

	can be challenging and even at times...
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